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Are you a person who is always on the go and your travels are gradually becoming boring? Well,
this may be the right time for you to buy portable DVD player just for purposes of keeping your mind
engaged until you arrive at your destinations. This player is also a fantastic idea when traveling with
children as it can help to keep them calm thus allowing you to concentrate on driving.

Make these exciting thoughts a reality by getting the take-away DVD player today. These players
carry the advantage that they can play virtually all video formats (even the Blue Ray players are
already out) and also render audio and its enhancements, such as Dolby and virtual surround, in the
same way as laptops and notebooks can, and yet they are much cheaper. Getting the player that
best suits your needs is however always tricky as there are so many brands available and these
with different exciting features and capabilities.

Carry along DVD players are mainly available in the laptop style, with screens ranging from seven to
nine inches (diagonal length). Manufacturers have taken usersâ€™ viewing pleasure into consideration
and so in addition to the laptop-like swivel-ability the screens can be turned around almost to 360
degrees so as to get the best viewing angles.

You can make this player the primary media player for your car as most manufacturers have also
considered vehicular use and have thus provided the requisite mounting provisions for the
dashboard or the headrests for back seat viewing. As such, it is best to buy portable DVD player
that can be carried around and safely mounted in the car when need arises. In terms of portability
we also need to consider the weight, and especially with regards to air travel for which the lightest
player will be the most desirable.

Besides considering whether the DVD drive can read VCDs or Blue Ray discs, you want to buy
portable DVD player that has other different media inputs such as USB ports, SD memory cards and
AV in. These alternative inputs will ensure that you can stream media from different sources when
the DVD driver malfunctions or in the event that your DVDs get scratched or broken. Playing content
from USB drives and Micro SD cards is also known to save on battery expenditure. Speaking of the
SD cards, the player should be capable of rendering images, and especially JPEG which is the
format of choice for many camcorders. We should also consider the outputs and this bearing in
mind that audio out through HDMI ports will be a major trend for the future. The best portable
players carry two audio out slots so that two people can listen in with minimal interruption.

With regards to power it is obvious that a player with a long battery life is more desirable. You
should therefore buy portable DVD player that can run on both AC and DC. In terms of AC you
should get one that can handle both 110 and 220volts so as to avoid the need to buy converters
especially when travelling abroad. Also consider the anti skip tech so that playback is not affected
by bumps and vibrations.
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